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Introduction: 

 The G9X is the newest Canon camera in the compact line for which Fantasea Line 
has developed a waterproof housing.  The camera has a touch-screen operation system 
and to best use the camera underwater it is advisable that purchasers first become 
generally familiar with the camera outside of the housing by setting basic functions and 
then practice using the camera in the housing, but on land, prior to their first dive.  
 

This guide assumes that the readers has unpacked the camera from the shipping 
carton, charged and properly inserted the battery into the camera, installed an SD 
memory card, turned the camera ON and have completed the basic set-up information.  
This guide also assumes, for the present, that the user has not made any changes to the 
Quick Setting (Q-Set) menu layout (MenuàCamera 2) as changes to the Quick setting 
menu can affect the icons shown on the camera’s display.  There is a discussion regarding 
changing the Quick Setting menu layout in the section pertaining to Manual, Aperture 
Priority and Shutter Priority shooting.   
 

Not all features or settings of the G9X are described in this 10 Minute Get-up and 
Go Guide.  Only those settings that are most needed to start shooting photos are 
discussed.  The user should download the full camera manual from the Canon web site 
and practice adjusting the other features on the camera until they have obtained the 
settings they desire.  
(see http://gdlp01.c-wss.com/gds/8/0300020268/01/psg9x-cu-en.pdf) 

Buttons on the Back, Lever on the Top, Ring Around the Lens: 

 We will primarily be using the two middle buttons on the back of the camera: the 
Q-SET and MENU buttons. We will also use the rotating zoom lever (the lever around 
the shutter button) and the Control Ring around the lens.  Be sure you are familiar with 
the location of these controls as you will use them to make adjustments to your camera 
settings regardless of whether the camera is in the housing. 

Are You Shooting on AUTO Mode? 

 The following are the quick settings for those who wish to shoot in AUTO mode.  
When shooting images in AUTO mode you cannot store your images as RAW files—
only as Jpeg images.  With the camera on: 
 

Press the Q-Set button.  The camera’s display should appear similar to that shown 
in the Camera 1 screen shot. 
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Camera 1—Setting Image Quality in Auto Mode 

 
Rotating the Control Ring will allow you to select any one of the four Jpeg image 

options.  (See Camera 1)  Once you have highlighted the image quality option you desire 
simply press the Q-Set button and the camera will return to the main picture-taking 
display.  Be sure to check the top row of information in the display.  Immediately to the 
right of the battery strength indicator are icons representing the Image Quality.  Make 
sure that the Image Quality you desire is shown on the display. If not, repeat the process 
by pressing the Q-Set button, scrolling (using the Control Ring) to the desired option and 
again pressing the Q-Set button.    

Are You Shooting in Manual, Aperture Priority or Shutter 
Priority Modes? 

If you are shooting in Manual, Aperture Priority or Shutter Priority Modes 
(hereafter referred to as “Custom Modes” for the sake of brevity) then the adjustment of 
Image Quality is an easy process. With the camera ON, first select your preferred mode: 
Manual, Aperture Priority or Shutter Priority.  Then press the MENU button.  The 
camera’s display should now appear similar to that shown in Camera 2. 
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Camera 2—Selecting Image Quality 

 
You will notice that Camera 2 shows the image quality as RAW + a Jpeg photos. 

If “1” is not highlighted then use the ZOOM lever to move the red square forward or 
backward until the “1” is highlighted in red as shown in Camera 2 and “Shoot1” shows at 
the top right immediately after the number 8.  To change the Image Quality setting, press 
the Q-Set button. Your camera’s display should now look similar to that shown in 
Camera 3. (Image Quality) 

 

 
Camera 3—Shooting Raw and Jpeg 

 
 

You can toggle Jpeg or RAW on and off by selecting the rectangles in the center 
of the screen.  You can also toggle Jpeg off by selecting the box with the line 
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immediately under the word Jpeg.  When doing so you will notice that the specifications 
for the Jpeg image disappear from the Image Quality bar.  The options for image size 
associated with the Jpeg format are shown along the bottom and selecting any one of 
those options will update the Image Quality bar. 

 
You can scroll between the empty box and the RAW box by using the Zoom lever 

that is part of the shutter button.  You can scroll through the Jpeg options at the bottom 
by rotating the Control Ring around the lens. 

 
It is worthwhile to spend a minute or two selecting different settings to see the 

differences in image size and number of images that can be stored on the memory card. If 
you want to only shoot only Jpeg simply select the box with the thin line in the middle 
and its border will turn red, the RAW information will disappear from the Image Quality 
bar and the RAW box’s outline will turn to a gray shadow. (See Camera 4)    If you want 
to shoot only RAW then select the box below the word Jpeg that has the line in the 
middle and the Jpeg information will disappear from the Image Quality bar.  (See Camera 
5)  If you want to shoot both Jpeg and Raw then keep the RAW box outlined in red and 
select one of the Jpeg options at the bottom of the screen.  The Image Quality bar will 
adjust according to the Jpeg setting chosen. (See Camera 6)  When finished either press 
the OK on the touch screen or press the Q-Set button.  This will return you to the first 
Camera screen with the Image Quality bar showing your Jpeg and/or RAW setting(s). 
Again, double check what is showing on the camera’s screen as to the image quality (on 
the top bar) and if it isn’t what you want then repeat the process until you have the 
desired settings. 

 

 
Camera 4—Shooting only Jpeg 
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Camera 5—Shooting only RAW 

 
 

 
Camera 6—Shooting RAW and Jpeg 

 

Setting the Q-Set Button for Custom Modes 
 The Canon G9X camera features touch screen controls that work fine on land but 
do not function when the camera is placed in an underwater housing such as the Fantasea 
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FG9X Housing.  In order to take maximum advantage of the camera’s features while 
diving it is best, for those who shoot in Manual, Aperture Priority or Shutter Priority to 
customize the Quick Set screen BEFORE placing the camera in the housing or diving. 
 
 Assuming that you have not made any changes to the Quick Set menu, then 
pressing the Q-Set button while in a Custom Mode should show a display looking similar 
to that in Camera 7. 
 

 
Camera 7—QSet 

 
 Although outside the housing one can touch and toggle through settings on the 
left hand side of the camera’s screen (AF, OneShot, Image Quality, Drive Mode, Self-
Timer and Flash) you will not be able to access those settings on the left hand side of the 
screen when the camera is in the housing.  To use the Q-Set feature while diving you 
will need to take a few minutes to customize the Q-Set Screen and move the icons / 
features you desire most to the right side of the display. To do this simply follow the 
below instructions and look at the referenced screen shots. 
 

1. Press MENU to return the camera to the shooting mode if it isn’t already 
there. 

2. Press MENU to bring the camera to the Shooting settings and toggle to Shoot 
2. 

3. Toggle down to Quick Setting Menu Layout.  Your camera’s display should 
look similar to that in Camera 8. 
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Camera 8—Setting Quick Setting Menu 

 
 

4. Select Quick setting menu layout by either touching the setting on the 
display or by pressing the Q-Set button.  Your camera’s display should now 
look similar to that in Camera 9. 

 

 
Camera 9—Quick Setting Menu Choices 

 
5. You will notice that there are 11 functions checked in the Camera 9 screen 

shot and that those 11 functions are the same as shown in the screen shot 
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Camera 7.  You need to put on the RIGHT SIDE of the screen only those 4 
functions that you wish to be able to quickly access while diving by pressing 
the Q-Set button.  If you left the “hints” feature turned on, 
(MenuàConfigàSetup 3 screen) then as you touch each of the icons a 
message will appear telling what function that particular icon represents. As 
shown in Camera 9, the Auto-Focus button is highlighted and the hint above 
the icons says “AF Method”.  Select the four most important functions you 
desire and touch those boxes until a check mark appears.  You also need to 
select a 5th function to fill a space at the top of the right hand icon list but this 
function cannot be one that you will want to change.  The Flash Firing icon 
will be used for that purpose for this manual.  (The Flash Firing settings can 
be accessed through the MENU: MENUàCamera Shoot 5àFlash Settings.) 
 

6. For illustrative purposes only, the following Icons were selected for the 
Quick-Set functions: AF, Image Quality, Flash, Light Metering and Distance 
(Camera 10) After selecting the five icons, press the INFO-SORT button. You 
should see a screen similar to that in Camera 11. 

 

 
Camera 10—Quick Setting Menu Selections 
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Camera 11—Changing the QSet Icon Positions 

 
7. You will notice that the camera’s software positioned three of the icons on the 

left side and two on the right.  Using your finger, drag the icons from the left 
to the right and position them in the order you find most convenient.  As 
mentioned earlier, the icon immediately below the “return” icon will not be 
accessible with the camera in the housing and, therefore, it would be best to 
position an icon there as a “placeholder” that you will not be using.  An icon 
such as Flash Settings works well in that position but any other unused icon 
will be sufficient. When done press MENU-END and your screen should look 
similar to that in Camera 12. 
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Camera 12—Modified QSet Screen 

 
 

At this stage you are done setting the Q-Set functions. 
 

Selecting the Setting to be Adjusted 
When shooting in one of the three Custom Modes you will notice, depending upon 
whether you are in Manual, Aperture Priority or Shutter Priority, that across the bottom 
of the screen in shaded boxes are: 
 

• Shutter Speed, f-stop and ISO (Manual Mode) 
• f-stop, Exposure Compensation and ISO (Aperture Priority Mode) 
• Shutter Speed, Exposure Compensation and ISO (Shutter Priority Mode) 

 
The values of these settings in each respective mode are changed by rotating the Control 
Ring around the lens.  The Control Ring defaults to the furthest left setting (Shutter speed 
in Manual and Shutter Priority; f-stop in Aperture Priority) To assign the Control Ring to 
a different setting (such as, in Manual Mode to change to f-stop or ISO) you need to push 
the second from the top silver button on the Fantasea housing. That button presses the 

icon on the camera’s display.  You will notice that as you press the a 

small green icon will move from one shaded box to the next.  Position the green 
icon in the shaded box for the setting you wish to change and then rotate the Control Ring 
until that setting is set shown in the shaded rectangle. 
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Other Get-up and Go Settings 

ISO Speed: 
 
The camera defaults to a Maximum ISO Speed of 6400.  To increase the ISO Speed to 
the camera’s maximum (12,800) go to MENUàCamera Shoot 5à ISO SpeedàISO 
Auto Settings. 
 

Folders: 
 
The camera defaults to creating a new folder for images every month. To change that to 
Daily go to MENUàConfig Setup 1àCreate Folder. 
 
Format:   
 
To format your memory card go to MENUàConfig Setup 1àFormat. 
 

Battery / Energy Saving   
 
Each photographer needs to tweak the Eco Mode, Power Saving and Display Brightness 
settings (MENUàConfig-Setup 2) to fit their particular needs.  However, the following 
settings have been found to increase battery life so that the battery will be of sufficient 
strength for an hour-long dive.  You should always replace your camera’s battery with a 
fully charged battery between dives. 
 

Eco	Mode:	
 

Off. Having this mode ON will tend to turn off the camera if the camera is not 
used for a minute which may cause you to lose a shooting opportunity while 
diving. 
 

Power	Saving:	
  
Set Auto Power Down to ON and Display OFF to 2 minutes. 
 

Disp	Brightness:	
 
Reduce the display brightness to one mark to the left of middle. 

 

Sounds: 
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You can suppress all chirps, beeps and clicks by setting the camera to MUTE ON. 
(MENUàConfig Setup 3) 
 

Hints and Tips: 
 
You can turn off the “Hints and Tips” through MENUàConfig Setup 3. 

 
 

Traveling With Your Fantasea Housing: 
 
 It is best to always travel with your Fantasea housing not fully locked shut, 
especially if you are traveling by air or you are going through elevation changes of 
greater than 1,000 feet (330 meters).  You should never open your housing when in flight 
or at a high altitude and then lock it shut at that altitude.  If you do so you will find it 
nearly impossible to open the housing, due to atmospheric pressure differences between 
the air inside and outside of the housing, when you are at a lower altitude or elevation and 
you may find that you cannot open the housing until you return to the higher elevation or 
altitude.  Two suggestions are offered.  You can insert a piece of paper between the 
housing and the rear door before closing the housing to help keep the pressure equal.  
You can also open the back door of the housing, rotate the housing knob until it locks and 
then close the back door of the housing and keep it secure with a rubber band. 


